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Session objectives

After this session you will be able to:

 Describe drug distribution (Tissue permeability, 

distribution co-efficient, binding of drugs, 

volume of distribution) 

 Discuss drug elimination (drug metabolism, 

renal and extra-renal excretion, concept of 

clearance) 
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Drug Distribution



Drug distribution

Reversible transfer of drug from one location to 
another within the body

Transfer of drug between blood/plasma and 
tissues/ organ/ body fluids
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Drug distribution…

Figure: Major water volumes in average 70- Kg human
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Drug distribution…
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Factors affecting drug distribution

Rate of distribution Membrane permeability 

Blood perfusion 

Extent of Distribution Lipid Solubility 

pH - pKa

Plasma protein binding 

Intracellular binding 
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Rate of distribution

 Can be:
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Rate of distribution…

 Perfusion limited 

Prevails when the tissue membranes present 
essentially no barrier to distribution

This condition is likely to be met by small 
lipophilic drugs

Distribution throughout the body occurs mainly by 

blood flow through organs and tissues
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Rate of distribution…

Distribution of drugs dramatically affected if the 

rate of blood flow to the tissue is altered

Perfusion is usually expressed in units of milliliters 

of blood per minute per volume of tissue 

(ml/min/ml of tissue)

Well-perfused tissues take up a drug much more 

rapidly than do poorly perfused tissues
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Rate of distribution…
Table: perfusion rate, cardiac out put  under basal conditions 

in a standard 70-Kg human

Organ Perfusion Rate

(ml/min/ml of tissue)

% of cardiac output

Lung 10 100

Kidneys 4.0 22

Liver 0.8 27

Heart 0.6 4

Brain 0.5 14

Fat 0.03 4

Muscle 0.025 15

Skin 0.024 6

Bone 0.02 5
11



Rate of distribution…

Total blood flow is greatest to brain, kidneys, liver, 

and muscle 

Highest perfusion rates to lung, brain, kidney, liver, 

and heart

It would be expected that total drug concentration 

would rise most rapidly in these organs
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Rate of distribution…

For example, thiopental gets into the brain faster 

than muscle

Thiopental is only partly ionized and passes into 

the brain or muscle easily

Since brain has a higher perfusion rate the 

thiopental can transfer in and out more quickly

 Perfusion limited distribution
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Rate of distribution…

If the blood flow rate increases, the distribution of 

the drug to the tissue increases

Therefore, drugs apparently distribute more 

rapidly to areas with higher blood flow

Highly perfused organs rapidly attain drug 

concentrations approaching those in the plasma; 

Less well-perfused tissues take more time to 

attain such concentrations
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Rate of distribution…

After a drug begins to distribute to tissue, the 

concentration in tissue increases until it reaches an 

equilibrium

 the amounts of drug entering and leaving the tissue 

are the same

The drug concentration in a tissue at equilibrium 

depends on;

 the plasma drug concentration and 

 the rate at which drug distributes into that tissue
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Rate of distribution…

In highly perfused organs, such as the liver, the 

distribution rate is relatively high; for most agents,

 the drug in that tissue rapidly equilibrates with the 

drug in plasma

For tissues in which the distribution rate is lower 

(e.g., fat), reaching equilibrium may take much 

longer
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Rate of distribution…

Figure: Shows blood perfusing a tissue in which distribution is 

perfusion rate-limited and no elimination occurs

KP, is the equilibrium distribution ratio (CT/CV)

ACQtationdrugpresenofRate .

 VA CCQuptakeofrateNet  .

VPT CKVtissueindrugofAmount ..
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Rate of distribution…

The fractional rate of exit, KT

Where Q/VT is the perfusion rate of the tissue

The parameter KT , a distribution rate constant 

with units of reciprocal time, may be regarded as a 

measure of how rapidly drug would leave the tissue
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Rate of distribution…

The kinetics of tissue distribution can be 

characterized by a tissue distribution half-life

If the approach towards equilibrium and the loss of 

drug from a tissue take longer 

 the poorer the perfusion 

 the greater the partitioning of drug into a tissue
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Rate of distribution…

 Permeability limited

Drugs diffusing slowly across the capillary 

endothelium

Changes in blood flow will not significantly affect 

distribution to that tissue 

Tissue permeability is influenced by the;

 Lipid – water partition coefficient 

 Degree of ionization  

 drug's pKa and the pH of the blood 
20



Rate of distribution…

 Capillary walls are quite permeable

 Lipid soluble drugs pass through very rapidly

Water soluble compounds penetrate more slowly 

at a rate more dependent on their size

Permeability limited distribution arises particularly for 

polar drugs diffusing across tightly interlocked lipoidal

membranes

 blood-to-brain barrier

 blood-to-cerebrospinal fluid barrier
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Rate of distribution…

For example, penicillin gets into muscle more 

quickly than it gets into brain

 Penicillin is quite polar and is thus slowly permeable

Thus transfer of penicillin is faster in muscle than 

brain as muscle capillaries are less restrictive 

 Permeability limited transfer
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Extent of distribution

 Apparent Volume of Distribution

At equilibrium, the extent of distribution is defined 

by an apparent volume of distribution (V):

Apparent Volume of distribution is defined as the 

volume that would accommodate all the drugs in 

the body

C

A

ionconcentratdrugplasma

mequilibriuatbodyinAmount
V 
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Extent of distribution…

 Expressed as:  in Liters

Apparent volume of distribution Ranges from

3L/70Kg body weight - 40,000L/70Kg body weight
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Extent of distribution…

A large volume of distribution usually indicates that

the drug distributes extensively into body tissues

and fluids

Conversely, a small volume of distribution often

indicates limited drug distribution
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Extent of distribution…

The larger the volume of distribution, the smaller 

is the fraction in plasma

The remaining fraction given by

 
V

VV
plasmaoutsidebodytheindrugofFraction P



V

V
plasmainbodyindrugofFraction P
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Extent of distribution…

At distribution equilibrium

 , and dividing by C

CKVCVA PTP ... 

CVA .
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Extent of distribution…

Some tissues – high Kp which explains why the 

volume of distribution of some drugs can be much 

greater than total body size

Fat, for example, occupies approximately 20% of 

body volume. If the Kp value in fat is 5, then 100% 

V

PTP KVVV .
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Extent of distribution…

 Factors affecting extent of distribution 

 Binding within Blood

Within blood, drug can bind to many components 

including blood cells and plasma proteins

the concentration of drug in whole blood (Cb),  in 

plasma (C) and unbound in plasma water (Cu) can 

differ greatly

 plasma (C) - most common fluid analyze  

 ease of chemical analysis
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Extent of distribution…

One of the primary goals of measuring 

concentration is to relate the measurement to 

pharmacologic response and toxicity

Only unbound drug can pass through most cell 

membranes, the protein-bound form being too 

large

Unbound drug concentration is undoubtedly more 

closely related to the activity of the drug than is the 

total plasma concentration
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Extent of distribution…

31
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Extent of distribution…

 Where, 

 Cb = blood concentration of drug

 VB = blood volume

 C= Plasma concentration of drug

 Vp =plasma volume 

 Cbc = blood cell concentration of drug

 Vbc = Blood volume occupied by blood cells

bcbcPBb VCVCVC ... 
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Extent of distribution…

The ratio of concentration in blood cells to that 

unbound in plasma, Cu, is a measure of affinity of 

blood cells for drug

Using  p for this ratio 

At equilibrium the ratio of blood-to-plasma 

concentrations depends on 

 Plasma protein binding 

 Partitioning into the blood cells  

The volume occupied by the blood cells

u

bc

C
C
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Extent of distribution…

 Plasma Protein Binding

Many drugs bind reversibly to plasma proteins to

form drug–protein complexes

Binding is a function of the affinity of the protein 

for the drug

Extensive plasma protein binding will cause more 

drug to stay in the central blood compartment 

Drugs which bind strongly to plasma protein tend 

to have lower volumes of distribution34



Extent of distribution…

Generally, the higher the lipophilicity of a drug, the 

greater is its affinity for plasma proteins 

Acidic drugs - albumin

e.g Salicylates, Sulfonamides, Barbiturates, 

Phenylbutazone, Penicillins, Tetracyclines, Probenecid

Basic drugs - 1-acid glycoprotein, lipoproteins

e.g Quinine, Streptomycin, Chloramphenicol, Digitoxin
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Extent of distribution…
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Extent of distribution…

Binding is a function of the affinity of the protein 

for the drug

 Characterized by an association constant, Ka

For a single binding site on the protein, the 

association is simply summarized by the following 

reaction

complexproteindrugproteindrug 
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Extent of distribution…

High affinity implies that equilibrium lies far to the 

right

From mass law considerations, the equilibrium is 

expressed in terms of the concentrations of 

unbound-drug, Cu, unoccupied protein, P, and 

bound drug (Cbd)

PC

C
K

U

bd
a

.
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Extent of distribution…

Unbound concentration is important in 

therapeutics

The fraction of drug in plasma unbound, fu, is given 

by

C

C
f U

u 
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Extent of distribution…

Tissue Binding

The fraction of drug in body located in plasma 
depends on its binding to both plasma and tissue 
components

A drug may have a great affinity for plasma 
proteins,

but may still be located primarily in tissue if the tissue 
has an affinity even greater than that of plasma

Unlike plasma binding, tissue binding of a drug 
cannot be measured directly 
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Extent of distribution…

Tissue binding may be inferred from measurement 

of drug binding in plasma

Amount         amount amount 

in body          in plasma outside plasma

Where VTW is the aqueous volume outside of plasma into which 

the drug distributes and  CTW is the corresponding total drug 

concentration
41
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Extent of distribution…

ondistributi

tissueofvolumeplasmaofvolume

apparentofvolumeapparent

C

C
VVV TW

TWP 2................

1.............. TWTWP CVCVCV 

Dividing by C will give 
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Extent of distribution…

 we know that           

 Similarly, for tissue, 

Given that distribution equilibrium is achieved when the 

unbound concentration in plasma, Cu and in tissues, CUT

are equal, then 

TW

u
u C

C
f T

T


C

C
f U
u 

3..................

TU

uTW

f

f

C

C
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Extent of distribution…

Substituting this equation into equation 2, we get; 

Apparent volume of distribution increases when fu

is increased, decreases when fUT increased

4...................

TU

u
TWP

f

f
VVV 
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Extent of distribution…

When drug is restricted to plasma; expected for small 

molecular weight drugs that are highly bound to 

plasma proteins but not bound in the tissues

the volumes of distribution, apparent and real, are then 

the same, about 3 L in an adult

For drugs of high molecular weight (greater than 

approximately 70,000 g/mole), 

 extra- vascular distribution is very slow to non-existent

volume of distribution then tends to approximate that of 

plasma, 3 L
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Extent of distribution…

For drugs that are bound in neither tissue nor plasma, 

Volume of distribution varies between the extracellular 

fluid volume (15 L) and the total body water, 42 L, 

depending on the degree to which the drug gains access 

to the intracellular fluids
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Extent of distribution…

Table: Extent of plasma protein binding of selected drugs
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Problems 

1. The volume of distribution of quanacrine, a drug bound to 

albumin in plasma, is about 40,000 L. The fraction of 

unbound in plasma is 0.08. 

i. What will be plasma concentration and unbound plasma 

concentration w/n 1 g of drug is in the body?

ii. What will be the amount of drug in the body w/n the plasma 

concentration is 0.015 mg/L?
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Cont…

2. Drug A and drug B have V app of 20 and 100 L, respectively. 

Both drugs have a V p of 4 L and a V t of 10 L, and they are 60% 

bound to plasma protein. What is the fraction of tissue binding of 

the two drugs?
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Drug Elimination



Elimination

Elimination is the irreversible loss of drug 

from the site of measurement

Usually divided into two major components: 

excretion and biotransformation
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Elimination…

Drugs are removed from the body by various 

elimination processes

4/27/2020 52
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Drug Metabolism



Metabolism of drugs

 Chemical alteration of the drug in the body

 Aim: to convert non-polar lipid soluble compounds to polar

lipid insoluble compounds readily excretable products (avoid

re-absorption in renal tubules)

Most hydrophilic drugs are less bio-transformed and

excreted unchanged – streptomycin
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Metabolism…

 The liver is the major site for drug metabolism, but specific

drugs may undergo biotransformation in other tissues, such

as the kidney and the intestines
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Fig: Elimination of lipophilic drugs. Lipophilic drugs are metabolized to form
polar metabolites that are more easily excreted in urine.
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Biotransformation-Classification

 Two Phases of Biotransformation:

 Phase I or Non-synthetic

Metabolite may be active or inactive

Metabolites are too lipophilic to be retained in the kidney

tubules
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Biotransformation-Classification…

 Phase II or Synthetic

Results in polar, usually more water-soluble compounds

that are most often therapeutically inactive

Such as glucuronic acid, sulfuric acid, acetic acid, or an

amino acid
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Biotransformation-Classification…
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Kinetics of drug metabolism

 Enzyme-catalyzed reactions are governed by Michaelis–

Menten kinetics, in which the rate of metabolism of a

substrate by an enzyme is given by the equation

 Where:

[S] is the concentration of the substrate (drug),

Vmax is the maximum rate of metabolism, and

Km is the Michaelis constant
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Kinetics of drug metabolism…

 The exact concentration of drug at the site of metabolism is

usually not known

 However, because blood circulation carries drug to this site,

it is reasonable to assume that [S] is equal to drug plasma

concentration [Cp], which is readily measured by taking

blood samples

 In this situation, the Michaelis–Menten equation can be

written as
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Kinetics of drug metabolism…
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Kinetics of drug metabolism…

 When plasma drug concentration is low, [Cp] << Km

The equation simplifies to

Where km is called the apparent metabolic rate constant
given by Vmax/Km

Thus, at low plasma concentrations of drug, the rate of
metabolism is directly proportional to plasma drug
concentration and can be described as a first-order process
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Kinetics of drug metabolism…

 If plasma drug concentration is high such that [Cp]>>Km, the

rate of metabolism becomes

 In other words, the rate has reached the maximum that the

available enzyme can handle; the enzyme is saturated

 The rate of metabolism is now independent of drug

concentration, a characteristic of a zero-order process
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Factors that affect the rate of drug 

metabolism

Age

Liver disease

Drug tolerance
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Drug excretion 



Drug excretion

 Excretion

The irreversible loss of chemically unchanged drug or

intact drug

 Renal and non-renal routes of drug excretion

 Non-renal routes that a drug can be excreted from the body

Biliary excretion

Breast milk

 Lungs 

Sweat 

Saliva
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Renal drug excretion

 The kidney is the primary site for removal of a drug in a

chemically unaltered or unchanged form (i.e. excretion) as

well as for metabolites

 Plays a major role in maintaining the normal fluid volume

and electrolyte composition in the body

 Drugs that are non volatile and water soluble are slowly

biotransformed by the liver

 Nonvolatile drugs are excreted mainly by renal excretion
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Renal drug excretion…

 Nephrons are the basic functional units of kidney

Basic components are the glomerulus, proximal tubule,

loop of henle, distal tubule and collecting tubule
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Renal drug excretion…

Fig : The structure of the kidney nephron
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Renal drug excretion…

 The process by which a drug is excreted via the kidney may

include any combination of the following:

Glomerular filtration

Active tubular secretion

Tubular reabsorption
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Glomerular filtration

 This is where blood is filtered and is where urine formation

begins

Approximately 20% to 25% of cardiac out put or 1.1 L of

blood per minute goes to the kidney

Of this volume, about 10% is filtered at the glomerulus

 Porosity of glomerular membrane allows only small m.wt

particles to be filtered(m.wt less than 2000 g/mole)
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Glomerular filtration…

 The rate at which plasma water is filtered is conventionally

called the glomerular filtration rate, GFR

 GFR is a good measure of Kidney function

120 ml/min in a 70-kg 20-year old man



Glomerular filtration…

Drug clearance is often proportional to GFR

GFR is reduced in: newborn, elderly, kidney and

heart disease

Reduced GFR: lower drug dose, increase dose

interval or both
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Cont…

 Rate of filtration=GFR.Cu…………………1

Where

GFR is glomerular filtration rate

Cu is concentration of unbound drug in plasma or

 Rate of filtration=fu.GFR.C……………..2

where 

fu is  the ratio of the unbound drug to total plasma 

drug concentration

 C is total plasma drug concentration
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Cont…

If a drug is only filtered and all filtered drug is 

excreted into the urine, then the rate of excretion 

is the rate of filtration

Since renal clearance (Clr), by definition is

It follows that for  such a drug its clearance(by 

filtration) is fu.GFR

3.......................
ionconcentratplasma

excretionofrate
Clr 
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Active tubular secretion

 Drugs secreted from blood to lumen of nephron against

concentration gradient

Require active transport

 Occurs mostly in the proximal tubule

 Two separate carrier-mediated systems for bases and acids

 Bases: acetylcholine, histamine, atropine, meperidine, etc

 Acids: salicylate, penicillin, probenecid, cephalosporins , etc.
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Active tubular secretion…

 Competition for carriers within groups [acids with acids, ]

E.g: Probencid and penicillin

 Saturable kinetics

The active secretion process are saturable, so renal

excretion can reach a plateau at high doses of drug
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Renal tubular reabsorption

 Drug moves from nephron lumen to blood

 Active reabsorption for many endogenous compounds

Vitamins, electrolytes, glucose, aminoacids

 Passive reabsorption for vast majority of exogenous

compounds

 Occurs all along the nephron, associated with water filtered

at the glomerulus

 99% of water reabsorbed increases drug level in lumen
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Renal tubular reabsorption…

 The degree of reabsorption depends on:

Properties of the drug

Polarity, state of ionization and molecular weight

Urine flow and urine PH



Renal tubular reabsorption…

 It is sometimes clinically useful, particularly in drug overdose

cases, to alter the pH of the urine (of the patient)

 For drugs which are weak acids, urine alkalinization favors the

ionized form and promotes excretion. Alternatively,

acidification promotes the renal clearance of weak bases
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Fig: Cumulative urinary excretion of Metamphetamine (11 mg 
orally) in man varies with the urine PH



Biliary excretion

 Although the primary role of the liver in drug elimination is

via metabolism, the liver also secretes a fluid called bile that

may play a role in drug excretion

 Bile is an aqueous solution of bile acids, bile salts,

cholesterol, and inorganic salts

 The extent of bile production depends on the type of food

present, with food high in proteins resulting in greatest bile

secretion
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Biliary excretion

84

Bile formed in large volumes in 
the liver

Most of the water re-absorbed

Concentrated bile stored in the 
gall bladder

Bile secreted into the upper 
small intestine



Biliary excretion…

 Drugs secreted into bile are emptied along with bile into the

duodenum, from where they can be removed from the body

in the feces; this elimination pathway is called biliary

excretion

 Bile is significant route of excretion for high molecular

weight drugs (> 500 Da):

Glucuronide conjugates (e.g. morphine)

Limited number of ionised drugs with very high Mol Wt
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Miscellaneous route of excretion

 Just as drugs are excreted in to fluids such as urine in the

kidney and bile in the liver, they can be excreted in to other

fluids

Expired air

Breast milk

Sweat
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Excretion in expired air

 The lung is a major organ of excretion for gaseous and

volatile substances, and is a significant route of excretion for

volatile drugs such as anesthetics and ethanol

 Most organs that excrete drugs eliminate polar compounds.

The exception to this premise is the lungs, in which volatility

of drug or metabolite is more important than its polarity

 Examples of drugs that appear in expired air are

sulfanilamide and sulfapyridine
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Clearance Concept



Clearance

 Clearance is a more useful concept in measuring drug

elimination than kel since it takes into account blood flow

rate

 Is a PK term for describing drug elimination from the body

without identifying the mechanism of the process

 The Clearance (Cl) of a drug is defined as the volume of a

biological fluid (generally plasma) from which that drug is

removed ("cleared") in the unit of time (min)
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Clearance…

Expresses the ability of kidney and liver to remove 
drug from the systemic circulation

Drug clearance (body clearance, total body clearance, or 

Cl T) considers the entire body as a single drug 

eliminating system from which many unidentified 

elimination processes may occur

4/27/2020 90
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Clearance…
Drug elimination rate is expressed in terms of 

amount of drug removed per unit time (eg, 

mg/min)

Drug clearance described in volume of fluid clear of 

drug per unit time (eg, mL/min)

Drug clearance is also defined as the fixed volume 

of fluid (containing the drug) cleared of drug per 

unit of time 

The units for clearance are volume/time (eg, 

mL/min, L/hr)4/27/2020 91



Clearance…

 NB: Clearance doesn’t indicate the amount of drug being

removed, it indicates the volume of plasma(blood) from

which the drug is removed or cleared, in a given time period

Clearance is the constant of proportionality between the

rate of drug elimination and the plasma concentration

 Rate of elimination = Cl X Cp

Cl T may be defined as the rate of drug elimination divided

by the plasma drug concentration
92
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Clearance…

 …………………..(1)

 ………………(2)  

Where D E is the amount of drug eliminated and 

dDE/dt is the rate of elimination

Rearrangement of Equa. 2 gives Equation 3

 ................(3)
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Clearance…

It is also known that a first-order elimination rate,

dD E/dt, is equal to kDB or kCpVD

Based on equation 1, substituting elimination rate 

for kCpVD,

ClT = kCpVD/CP = kVD……………………(4)

Equation 4 shows that clearance is the product of 

VD and k, both of which are constant

4/27/2020 94
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Clearance…

As the plasma drug concentration decreases during 

elimination, the rate of drug elimination, dD E/dt, 

decreases accordingly, but clearance remains 

constant

Clearance is constant as long as the rate of drug 

elimination is a first-order process

Drugs can be cleared from the body by different 

mechanisms, pathways or organs, including hepatic 

biotransformation and renal and biliary excretion 

4/27/2020 95
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Clearance…

 Renal clearance= keVD = rate of elimination by kidney

C

 Lung clearance= k1VD= rate of elimination by organ

C

 Hepatic clearance= kmVD = rate of elimination by liver

C

 CL total = CL renal + CL hepatic + CL pulmonary + CL others 

 Body clearance= keVD + k1VD + kmVD

=(ke + k1 + km )VD = kVD ……(5)

4/27/2020 96
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Clearance…

From Equation 5, body clearance Cl T of a drug is 

the product of two constants, k and V D, which 

reflect all the distribution and elimination processes 

of the drug in the body 

The volume of distribution and elimination rate 

constant are affected by blood flow

4/27/2020 97



Problems 

1. Penicillin has a ClT of 15 mL/min. Calculate the elimination 

rate for penicillin when the plasma drug concentration, C p, 

is 10 µg/mL.

2. Determine the total body clearance for a drug in a 70-kg 

male patient. The drug follows the kinetics of a one-

compartment model and has an elimination half-life of 3 

hours with an apparent volume of distribution of 100 

mL/kg.
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Clearance…

Physiologic/Organ Clearance

Many organs in the body have the capacity for drug 

elimination 

The kidneys and liver are the most common organs 

involved in excretion and metabolism, respectively

Physiologic PK models are based on drug clearance 

through individual organs or tissue groups

4/27/2020 99



Clearance…

 Let’s consider a single organ, kidneys and Q (mL/minute)

which is blood flow through the organ, Cin , the drug conc. in

the blood entering the organ and Cout , the drug conc. in the

exiting blood

 Clearance is dependent on the blood flow to the organ (Q)

and on the ability of the organ to extract the drug from the

blood stream and eliminate it (E)
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Clearance…
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Clearance…

 The organ’s ability to remove a drug can be measured by

relating Cin and Cout. This is called Extraction ratio

 The value of ER may range from 0 (no drug removed by the

organ) to 1 (100% of the drug is removed by the organ)

102
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Clearance…

Organs that are very efficient at eliminating a drug

will have an extraction ratio approaching one

ER is a ratio with no units

An ER of 0.25 indicates that 25% of the incoming drug 

concentration is removed by the organ as the drug passes 

through 
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Cont…

 Drug clearance of any organ is determined by blood flow and

the extraction ratio:

Organ Clearance = Blood flow X extraction ratio

Clearance = Q(ER)………………………………. (6)

4/27/2020 104
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Cont…
 Substituting for ER into Equation 6 yields

 .   …………………………. (8)

The physiologic approach to clearance shows that 

clearance depends on the blood flow rate and the 

ability of the organ to eliminate drug
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Renal clearance

The appearance of drug in the urine is the net result 

of filtration, secretion and reabsorption processes

Rate of excretion = Rate of filtration

+ Rate of secretion

- Rate of reabsorption

The first two processes add drug to proximal part 

of the lumen of the nephron; 

the last process involves the movement of the drug 

from the lumen back to blood stream
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Renal clearance…

The actual renal clearance of a drug is not generally 

obtained by direct measurement

The clearance value for the drug is often compared 

to that of a standard reference, such as inulin, which 

is cleared completely through the kidney by 

glomerular filtration only

The clearance ratio, which is the ratio of drug 

clearance to inulin clearance, may give an indication 

for the mechanism of renal excretion of the drug
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Renal clearance…

Clearance Ratio Probable Mechanism of 
Renal Excretion

Drug  is partially reabsorbed

Drug is filtered only

Drug is actively secreted

Table: Comparison of Clearance of a Sample Drug to Clearance of Inulin

1
Clinulin

Cldrug
Clr

1
Clinulin

Cldrug
Clr

1
Clinulin

Cldrug
Clr
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Renal clearance

Renal clearance is  defined as the volume of plasma 

that contained the amount of drug appearing in urine 

per unit time 

Is a component of overall drug clearance, and 

represents the efficiency of removal of unchanged 

drug in urine by renal excretion 

Renal clearance of a drug can be expressed as :

4........................
/

cp

dtdXu
Clr 
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Cont…

Since excretion rate is the product of the urinary 

excretion rate constant and the amount of drug in 

the body, we can write:

Since X/Cp = Vd(volume of distribution), we can 

write:

5..................
CP

KeX
Clr 

6................KeVdClr 



Problems

1. Two drugs, A and B, are entirely eliminated through the 

kidney by glomerular filtration (125 mL/min), with no 

reabsorption. Drug A has half the distribution volume of 

drug B, and the V D of drug B is 20 L. What are the drug 

elimination rate constant for each drug?

2. An antibiotic is given by IV bolus injection at a dose of 500 

mg. The apparent volume of distribution was 21 L and the 

elimination half-life was 6 hours. Urine was collected for 48 

hours, and 400 mg of unchanged drug was recovered. What 

is the fraction of the dose excreted unchanged in the urine? 

Calculate k and Cl T.
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